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DOWN
1 cemetery on Hwy. 183
2 a small town near Irving Blvd. & Loop 12
3 people moved to the Irving area a long time _______
4 a small body of water that ran through Estelle, also named Estelle _______
6 please choose one ____ the other
7 the misspelling of an architect from Grapevine named Estill
8 Irving is in the county of ___________

10 a small dog-like animal that lives in the woods. Sly as a ______
12 one of the crops that people farmed in Gorbett, TX in the 1800's
13 Elliot's friend who kept trying to phone home
14 someone who was born in Texas is called a ______________ 
15 abbreviation for the state of Washington
16 abbreviation for the Las Colinas Association
22 today, most families in Irving don't grow crops, they just _____ to the grocery store
23 vegetables grown in Gorbett that are delicious when sliced into rings, battered and fried
24 a soft, spongy ball you can shoot from a gun
25 the teacher's name in Union Bower was Mr. __________
29 when people bought land at the Irving Lot Sale, they wanted to be _________ the railroad
31 abbreviation for Facebook
32 abbreviation for Regarding
33 abbreviation for Each

ACROSS
1 a means of transportation faster than a wagon or stagecoach
5 another way to spell Gorbett
9 Irving has grown more and ___________

11 a past City Council member and community activist after whom the Bear Creek Heritage Center is named
17 Irving is in the state of __________
18 abbreviation for the Las Colinas Association
19 abbreviation for Gone To Texas. People wrote these initials on their door when they moved to Texas.
20 the Toyota Music Factory is on _____ Colinas Blvd.
21 a means of transportation that farmers used to take their crops to sell at the local market
26 if you bought two tacos, ate one and gave your friend one, how many tacos would you have left?
27 when different people from different religions come together
28 the name of our town now
30 we live in the great state _____ Texas
31 when slaves were emancipated, that meant they were set _______
34 a small town when combined with "Creek" is where freed slaves lived
35 a small farming town where E.D. Sowers owned a grocery store
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